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Edible Reindeer Craft     
Featuring TruJoy Sweets 
 
1 TruJoy Sweets Organic Candy Cane 
2 ½ TruJoy Sweets Peppermint Choco Chews 
1 White Surf Sweets Jelly Bean (cut in half) 
1 Red Surf Sweets Jelly Bean (cut in half) 
1 Red Surf Sweets Sour Berry Bear 
Chocolate chips (I recommend Enjoy Life Foods) 
1 Green food item formed as a leaf (I used a piece of mint gum) 
1 Toothpick 
 
Prep Time: 5 Minutes 
No Bake Time: 7 Minutes 
 

1. Break candy cane evenly to have the arch of the cane as a full “u” shape (this are the antlers) 
2. Form one of the Choco Chews into a rectangle 
3. Gently place the candy cane antlers into the top of the rectangle 
4. Mold the second Choco Chew the same way and place on top of the antlers, aligning it with the 

bottom chew 
5. Continue to mold the Choco Chews together, forming a head 
6. Gently insert the white jelly bean halves into the Chew (these will be the eyes) 
7. Insert the red jelly bean half for the nose 
8. Cut the remaining ½ Choco Chew in half and form two ears 
9. Attach them to the side of the reindeer’s head, molding as you go 
10. Dip the toothpick into the melted chocolate and “paint” pupils on the reindeer’s eyes 
11. Cut the feet of the gummy bear off (this will be the bow) 
12. Apply a dab of chocolate to the green food item and attach the bow 
13. Apply another dab of chocolate to secure the bow on the reindeer & allow to cool 
 
Need to watch & learn? Click here for an easy video tutorial now! 
 
But what about the leftover Candy Cane stick?! Use that and 
additional Chews to make a lollipop! Add alone or insert tiny 
treats (such as mini marshmallows or chocolate chips) on the 
inside of the Chews for an unexpected treat.  
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